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BLUE DREAM ~ Sativa 
Blue Dream is a sativa-dominant hybrid originating in California. Crossing Blueberry with Haze, Blue 
Dream balances full-body relaxation with gentle cerebral invigoration, easing you gently into a calm 
euphoria. Blue Dream delivers swift symptom relief without heavy sedative effects. This makes Blue 
Dream a popular daytime medicine for patients treating pain, depression, nausea, and other ailments. 

 

BLUE GUAVA GELATO ~ SD Hybrid 
This super tasty Sativa-hybrid is a cross between Cali Orange and Appalachia. Its energetic properties 
make it a wake and bake strain. It keeps you lifted but able to concentrate and still get everything 
done throughout the day. It provides an uplifting effect at the onset that is sure to bring feelings of 
elation and euphoria. Often used by patients who need to improve their focus or complete a to-do list 
while also relieving physical aches and pains. 

 

BUBBA KUSH ~ Indica 
If you're craving a sweet smoke that leaves you relaxed, then Bubba Kush is for you. The genetics are 
traced back to the Hindu Kush mountains, but its complete history is unknown. Bubba Kush is 100% 
indica, so you can anticipate a relaxing body high that will leave you couch locked. Many patients 
prefer this strain due to its ability to alleviate insomnia, depression, stress, and/or ADD/ADHD. 
Bubba Kush is not a daytime strain unless you plan to sleep all day. 

 

HORCHATA ~ Hybrid 
Horchata is a balanced hybrid marijuana strain made by crossing Jet Fuel Gelato with Mochi Gelato. 
The effects of Horchata are more calming than energizing. This strain pairs well with evening 
activities but could also be used for stimulating conversation among friends. Medical marijuana 
patients choose Horchata to relieve symptoms associated with PTSD and depression.  

 

ICE CREAM CAKE ~ Indica 
Ice Cream Cake is an indica marijuana strain made by crossing Wedding Cake with Gelato #33. This 
strain offers sedating effects that leave your mind and body completely relaxed. This strain is reported 
by medical marijuana patients and consumers to have calming effects that help with pain, sleep, and 
anxiety. It's ideal for nighttime use when you have nothing important to do except watch TV and fall 
asleep.  

 

LARRY BIRD ~ SD Hybrid 
Larry Bird is a potent sativa dominant hybrid cross of Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies and Sunset 
Sherbert. Starting with an intense cerebral rush, Larry Bird will leave you motivated and active as well 
as social and upbeat. Medical cannabis patients use it to treat a few ailments particularly well, 
including stress, depression, pain, lack of appetite, and nausea. 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $80; ½ = $140; OZ = $240 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $80; ½ = $140; OZ = $240 

1/8 = $35; ¼ = $70; ½ = $120; OZ = $210 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $90; ½ = $160; OZ = $270 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $80; ½ = $140; OZ = $240 

1/8 = $35; ¼ = $70; ½ = $120; OZ = $210 
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LEMON CHERRY GELATO ~ ID Hybrid 
Lemon Cherry Gelato is a slightly indica dominant hybrid cross of Sunset Sherbet and Girl Scout 
Cookies. You’ll feel relaxed all over, immediately. A negative mood is no match for Lemon Cherry, as 
racing thoughts calm to reveal a sense of peace. Lemon Cherry Gelato has properties of an analgesic, 
stress reliever, and antidepressant. Those who suffer from mood swings can also find soothing relief. 

 

MANGO ~ ID Hybrid 
Mango, also known as "Mango OG," is an indica strain made by crossing KC 33 with Afghani. This 
strain produces euphoric and uplifting effects that are sure to boost your mood. This strain is a bit 
sneaky, with a slight high that makes you feel calm and joyous, ending up with a growing sense of 
energy and a happy attitude that allows you to be creative. Many users notice a body high associated 
with Mango and primarily note feelings of warm tingles. 
 

 

MR. NICE ~ ID Hybrid 
Mr. Nice, or Mr. Nice Guy, is an Indica-dominant cross of Government 13 & Hash Plant. It is named 
after Howard Marks, the Oxford graduate who was sentenced to 25 years in prison on high-profile 
drug smuggling charges but was released after 7 years for good behavior. Known as Mr. Nice in 
prison, Marks titled his autobiography this after his release. Mr. Nice is recommended to relieve 
stress, anxiety, depression, & severe aches and pains. 

 

PURE POWER PLANT ~ Sativa 
Pure Power Plant is a hybrid strain of cannabis renowned for its heavy-hitting, pure sativa-like high. 
What shines through most about this strain is the clear-headed sensation it produces, leaving users 
free to get on with work or other important responsibilities. In larger doses, however, some indica-like 
traits do shine through, such as a mild body buzz and some physical relaxation. 

 

SLAPZ ~ ID Hybrid 
Slapz is an indica dominant cross of Runtz & Grease Monkey. Named for its effects, which are said to 
be like a slap in the face, Slapz packs an immediate high with full-bodied effects that will knock you 
flat out in seconds. You'll feel an instant sting of euphoric energy that fills your mind with a lifted 
creativity and a sense of unfathomable happiness. This energy will soon fade away, replaced with a 
tingly, heady happiness that is pretty unfocused. 

 

SOUR DIESEL ~ Sativa 
Sour Diesel, also known as "Sour D" and "Sour Deez," is a popular sativa marijuana strain made by 
crossing Chemdawg and Super Skunk. Sour Diesel effects are dreamy, cerebral, fast-acting and 
energizing. Medical marijuana patients choose Sour Diesel to help relieve symptoms associated with 
depression, pain, and stress. 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $90; ½ = $160; OZ = $270 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $90; ½ = $160; OZ = $270 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $90; ½ = $160; OZ = $270 

 

1/8 = $45; ¼ = $90; ½ = $160; OZ = $270 

1/8 = $35; ¼ = $70; ½ = $120; OZ = $210 

1/8 = $30; ¼ = $60; ½ = $100; OZ = $180 
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SUNSET SHERBET ~ ID Hybrid 
Sunset Sherbet is an indica dominant cross between Girl Scout Cookies & Pink Panties. This strain 
exhibits powerful, full-body effects that are elevated by a jolt of cerebral energy that leaves you social 
and euphoric accompanied by a full-body relaxing body buzz that leaves you warmed and at ease. 

 

HOUSE BLEND ~ Variety 
This prime mixture features large to small buds (not shake or trim) of a variety of flowers, indica, 
sativa, and hybrid, some recently removed from the menu to make room for new stock, and some still 
currently available on the menu. New strains are added frequently, so chances are you'll get 
something new to try every time you order this high-quality blend! 

 

1/8 = $30; ¼ = $60; ½ = $80; OZ = $125 

1/8 = $40; ¼ = $80; ½ = $140; OZ = $240 


